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TASK FORCE REPORT

ON

LEGALIZED GAMBLING

TO

HONORABLE EVELLE J. YOUNGER
ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purposes

In recent years, there has been a trend among

certain states to legalize various forms of gambling.

Of these states, three have established state operated

lotteries -- New Hampshire, New York, and New Jersey.

One state — New York -- has legalized off-track

pari-mutuel betting on horse races. The Connecticut

Legislature has, within the past month, approved

legislation establishing a state lottery and off-track

pari-mutuel horse betting.

The reasons for legalizing these activities

are ostensibly those relating to tapping new sources

of revenue. Further reasons for legalisation appear

to be: (1) the entertainment value of gambling and

(2) the open competition with, and possible elimination

of, other illegal forms of gambling by legalization

and regulation.
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Attorney General Younger has appointed certain know-

ledgeable public officials throughout the State of California

to the Task Force to investigate and determine the

law enforcement problems which would attend the

legalization of certain forms of gambling, and to

define the problems for possible curative legislation.

The Task Force was formed to guide the Attorney

General in his advice to the Legislature concerning

problems to be anticipated when further legalization

of gambling is contemplated. Accordingly, the bulk

of this study has been concerned with the relationship

between legalizing certain types of gambling and the

law enforcement problems incident thereto. Consider-

ations pertaining to incidental crimes and organized

crime activity in relation tc legalized gambling have

received a major part of the attention given to the

treatment of this subject.

Any investigation into the financial aspects

of legalized gambling vis-a-vis state revenue was

incidental to the main areas of consideration. In

order to make a meaningful assessment of the relative

value of a given form of gambling.however, some

financial considerations had to be taken into

account. The figures supporting .these considerations

should not be taken as evidence of what a similar



activity might produce in California.

B. Extent of Study •-

Because of the limited time in which the Task

Force was required to make this report, it was not

possible to study the impact of the possible legal-

ization of all forms of gambling in California.

Additionally, little attempt was made to study the

possible effects of further legalized gambling within

the State of California since time factors precluded

consideration of this matter.

Extensive? investigation was conducted under the

direction of the Task Force Chairman, Assistant

Attorney General Arlo E. Smith, in the States of

New Hampshire, New York, Nev; Jersey, and Nevada.

These investigations were conducted by Special Agent

Raymond M . Cameron and Deputy Attorney General James

D. Garbolino. In addition, information was obtained

by interview and correspondence relating to the

legalized gambling systems in Australia, Belgium, Italy,

Great Britain, the Netherlands, France, and Puerto Rico.

A preliminary examination has been conducted with

regard to the problems particular to California

counties whose borders are contiguous to those of

Nevada.

^ • Investigations and S

During the course of this study, the researchers
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had considerable contact with officials in New Hampshire.,

New York State, New Jersey, New York City, and various

members of lav; enforcement agencies situated through-

out the eastern United States. State and local

authorities, in addition to private persons and

interested parties were interviewed in the State

of Nevada. Certain consular officials from-foreign

countries were also contacted and many were gracious

enough to afford personal interviews.

The Task Force has attempted to assimilate

and digest a great amount of literature dealing with

the various forms of legal and illegal gambling,

including scores of government reports dealing with

gambling and organized crime. In addition, each

of the Task Force members has drawn upon his

experience and expertise in trie field of lav; en-

forcement and public administration in arriving at

the recommendations in this report.

Bearing in mind the goals of the Task Force,

the members felt that answers to the following

questions should be sought: Have the newly legalized

forms of gambling contributed to a rise in crime of

any sort; Have organized criminal elements "oenefitted

from the establishment of certain forms of legalized

gambling; 'What impact, if any, has the further

legalization of gambling had upon law enforcement



agencies; Does the legalization of certain forms

of gambling tend to eliminate corresponding illegal

forms of gambling; What are the overall effects

upon law enforcement agencies when certain forms of

gambling are legalized?

II. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

A. The Lottery

New Hampshire

Most of the traditional theories against the

establishment of a lottery were disproved in that state

when New Hampshire established a State operated lottery

in 1964. Fears that organized crime and racketeers would

attempt to take over the lottery, counterfeiting problems,

and lottery related crime simply did riot appear as pre-

dic.ted by the initial opponents of the lottery in

New Hampshire. With certain exceptions hereafter noted

the New Hampshire lottery has not created a law en-

forcement problem in any manner.

There has been no incidence related street

crime (robberies, thefts, burglaries, etc.). Primarily,

because of the extraordinarily tight security system

used in the ticket purchases, there has been simply

no possibility that organized crime or racketeers

could infiltrate the lottery system so as to effect

a "take-over."



The mechanics of the lottery ticket sales in

New Hampshire are fairly simple. Lottery ticket

machines may be established in any type of store,

office, etc. Upon the payment of his $33 the owner

of the establishment clears the machine for the

number of desired purchases. The ticket purchaser

then writes his name and address or the name and

address of the person in whose name he is pur-

Chasing the ticket on a space provided on the

ticket while the ticket is still in the machine.

Upon conclusion of identifying the ticket, the

purchaser then validates the ticket by pressing

a button. The actual lottery ticket remains inside

of the machine and a receipt bearing the number of

the lottery ticket is then fed out of the machine.

In this manner the actual tickets never leave the

machine so that there is virtually no possibility of

substituting counterfeit tickets for the originals.

The tickets are then collected and deposited in a

central depository in Concord. Potential winners

in the lottery are selected at random and are assigned

certain post positions for a race to be run in the

future at Rockingham Park. The winners of the higher

prizes are those who were assigned to the post

position for the horse which eventually won the
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race. Winners are notified by telegram regardless

whether they live in New Hampshire or elsewhere. It

is estimated on the basis of past winners that over

two-thirds of the persons playing New Hampshire's

lottery are from out of the state.

Most problems with the New Hampshire lottery

have arisen in regards to conflicts with federal

authorities. Reportedly there have been only four

prosecutions by federal authorities with regard to

violations of federal law where the sale or possession

of lottery tickets was involved. Of these, only two

have gone to trial, one ending in a verdict of guilty

with a fine imposed, the other ending in a not guilty

verdict. Federal authorities were at first reluctant

to allow any sort of means of communications to be

used in regard to the New Hampshire lottery (e.g.,

advertising, notification of winners by mail, pub-

lishing lists of winners in newspapers which would

ultimately cross state lines, etc.). Since the

legalization of the lottery in both New York and

New Jersey, however, federal authorities have been

less inclined to bother with violations under Title 18,

Sections 1952, 1953 (See U.S. v. Fabrizio (1966) 385

U.S. 263.

In the specific prosecutions and arrests which

were discovered, there were only two incidents where
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tickets crossed state lines in large numbers. In one

case the ticket number was 75 and the other case

approximately 35. In neither case did it appear that

the tickets were being purchased for resale at a

premium. Other arrests dealt with persons who had

less than 5 tickets in their possession. With the

exception of the above noted cases, no law enforcement

problem was found to have been created by the lottery.

There was no increased police protection of stores

which operated lottery machines, and while most

local police officials were either decidedly for

or against the lottery, none had apparently found

their job to be any more difficult as a result of

the legalization of the lottery.

The New Hampshire Legislature is contemplating

the approval of a $.50 lottery ticket. The amount of

ticket sales in New Hampshire has been in a state of

decline since its inception in 1964. This decline

can be attributed to the $3 price of the ticket,

and the less frequent play than is afforded in

New York and New Jersey. Officials noted that for

a successful lottery to exist there must be: (1) a

frequent play, (?) an inexpensive ticket, and (3)

a ticket which is easily obtained. A $.':jO ticket

system such as New Jersey is now utilizing, would
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probably increase ticket sales in New Hampshire.

Although New Hampshire's lottery has not been an

outstanding success, it has produced approximately

8 per cent of New Hampshire's annual revenue for

educational purposes.

If the Legislature approves of the $.50 lottery

ticket, officials do not fear the possibility that

organized crime would gain an incentive to begin

purchasing tickets e_n_ masse and selling them at a

premium out of the state. This possibility exists

only theoretically and not as a probability. The

reason for this conclusion was that organized

crime or racketeering elements would prefer a certain

ownership status in the business, that is, a certain

cut of the profits. Merely providing a service

for which a handling charge is added to the ticket

price would riot be the type of activity which would

appeal to racketeers.

New Hampshire officials do not feel that their

lottery competes with the "numbers" racket. While

there is some numbers play in New Hampshire, it is

played by a different element than is currently

purchasing lottery tickets. The typical numbers

player thrives on the daily activity and a

weekly drawing on a $.50 lottery ticket would not

give him (the numbers player) sufficient activity



to lure him away from his usual numbers play.

The New Hampshire system of lottery was

extremely strict in its compliance with procedures

to foil tampering with the lottery. The strictness

of the New Hampshire lottery has been one of its

major downfalls in that the price of the ticket and

the availability of the purchase has made larger sales

more difficult.

New York

In New York a purchaser may buy a $1 or $2 ticket

and these are given to him by a licensed dealer. Dealers

are merchants who own other businesses. The purchaser

gives the ticket to the merchant who in turn gives

the purchaser a blank ticket and receipt which are

attached to each other. The purchaser then writes

in his naine and address or the name and address of the

person for whom he is buying the ticket. He then deposits

the ticket into any authorized lottery deposit box and retains

the ticket us evidence of his ticket number. Winners are

then notified by mail, by telegram, or telephone. The

books which are sold to the various merchants containing

the tickets are sold in 150 and 300 ticket books. There

are no machines used in the New York State lottery. The

registration requirements of the Mew York lottery are not

as strict as those used in New Hampshire in that the name
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of the applicant must be written onto the New Hampshire

ticket prior to its being purchased. In New York, however,

blank tickets may be purchased and the name of any person

may be written in at any later time so long as the ticket

is thereafter deposited in a lottery deposit box. One

person can buy as many tickets as he wishes, and sell them

to other persons at a later time.

There are approximately 150 full time employees

hired by the New York Lottery Division. Approximately

half of these are centered at the lottery division in Albany.

The rest are scattered throughout 12 regional offices and 4

district offices of the lottery. In each regional and

district office one investigator is assigned to attempt to aid

the merchants who are selling the tickets into following the

regulations which the commission has established for the

running of the lottery. These investigators are not trained

police investigators and they do not have a law enforce-

ment function. Their function is primarily to see that

the regulations of the commission are complied with.

Whenever there appears to be a violation of some criminal

statute the matter is immediately turned over to local

law enforcement authorities.

There are slightly less than 1^,000 distribution

points throughout the State of New York, most of which are

concentrated in the metropolitan areas. The sellers of

the tickets are licensed merchants arid they are paid a 5 per cent
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commission on each ticket they sell. One man who

has a favorable location sells approximately $40,000

per month which would give him a yearly salary for

commissions somewhere in the neighborhood of $25,000

a year. This is certainly a major part if not the primary

part of the man's business at this point.

The operation of the New Jersey lottery has not as

yet depreciated the number of sales of tickets from the New York

lottery. One New York salesman who sells primarily to New Jersey

residents was of the opinion that despite the New Jersey

lottery, his sales had continued in an upward swing and had not

been the slightest bit affected by the play in New Jersey.

New York officials emphasized the fact that the

lottery had created virtually no law enforcement problems as a

result of its existence. The police have not been called upon

to supervise or give assistance to the lottery, the lottery has

been absolutely trustworthy, and there has been no serious

attempt to corrupt the lottery or the lottery officials.

There have been, however, instances in which

federal prosecutions had been instituted against persons

who had transported tickets out of New York State in

bulk. There are of course many instances of residents

carrying tickets across the New York - New Jersey state lines.

One prosecution was dismissed in Florida against a truck

driver who had purchased some 100 tickets for sale at a

premium at a later time. The federal authorities do not
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attempt to seek prosecutions of this nature unless it

appears that the purchaser is conducting a business of

selling the tickets or is "commercialized".

While there is certainly a theoretical possibility

that organized crime or racketeers would be interested in

the sale of tickets at a premium, this is hardly likely

inasmuch as the profits from this type of operation could

be very small, and not the type of operation in which

organized crime would be interested. There is no indication

at this time of any instance of commercial "profiteering"

from persons who had been formerly associated with

racketeering.

The possibility exists that there could be

attempts to counterfeit tickets and sell them to persons

either in the state or out of state. For two reasons this

has not apparently been done. The first reason that

counterfeiting would not be suspected is that any good

counterfeiter would not bother with making $1 or $2 counter-

feit lottery tickets -- he would probably be working

in currency in large denominations. Second, unless the

counterfeiting was good enough, the counterfeiter would

not be in business for very long.

As far as theft of lottery tickets has been

concerned, there have only been two instances in which

stolen tickets were winners. In one instance the holder

of the ticket was paid her prize money as it appeared
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that she had acquired the ticket with a bona fide belief

that she was being sold a valid ticket. In the second

instance, the person who purchased the ticket appeared

to have had guilty knowledge that the ticket was stolen

and so the prize was refused. No suit was brought by the

ticket holder with the guilty knowledge.

There is no apparent increase in street crime,

robberies, theft, etc., as a result of the lottery ticket

sales. While tickets were often taken in robberies

and burglaries, their distribution after their theft was

presumably small inasmuch as there have been only two

instances of winners holding stolen tickets. In other

instances, whole books of stolen lottery tickets have

been discarded on junk heaps and garbage piles.

There have been three or four instances of

persons seeking to accept orders through the mails for

New York lottery tickets. One individual in Richmond

Hill had sent various mail orders to California. This

problem came to the attention of the authorities quite

rapidly and the postal authorities were notified. There

have been other attempts to take these types of orders,

all of which have apparently been turned over to the

postal authorities la New York.

A character portrait of the average lottery

player in New York is similar to that in New Hampshire -

a man between the ages of 39 and 59, making between



$5,000 and $15,000, with a high school education. Most

persons who play the lottery have salaries generally

ranging between $7,000 and $12,000 per year.

There has been a concurrence of interest in

horse racing and the lottery. There are lottery ticket

salesmen at the race tracks, and lottery sales at the

tracks are disproportionately high. This indicated that

horse players liked to participate in the lottery

but not necessarily vice versa. Similarly, sales at

legalized bingo games are high showing a common interest

in this form of legalized gambling also.

The New York lottery creates certain adminis-

trative problems for itself with its security system.

As a general proposition, the lesser amount of security

there is the more profitable the lottery ir, for the

state. This is because New York's duplicate ticket system

creates paper v/ork in that collections must be made from

over 6,300 spots. The tickets are then taken to central

depository where they are accounted for.

There are three basic lottery ticket distribution

systems. The first system is the lottery which uses a

total sale method. This is traditionally used in Europe.

All the tickets are sold to wholesalers or distributers

and all tickets are therefore possible winners. If the

wholesalers or distributers fail to sell a certain number
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of their tickets, they must pay for the tickets in any

case.

The second type of ticket distribution system

is the one which New Hampshire and New York use, that is,

a receipt system wherein there •* s a receipt for every ticket

sold and there are no outstanding tickets unpaid for

which might win.

The third system, that in use in New Jersey, is

the approximation system where between 90 arid 100 per cent

of the tickets are sold and when the winning ticket is

drawn there is the 10 per cent possibility that the winning

ticket may be one which was unsold. The prizes for these

tickets are usually redistributed in the next drawing.

Thus there is no guarantee to the ticket purchasers that

a guaranteed number of prizes will be given.

In New York there are slightly more than

$.13,000 of unclaimed prizes since the lottery has had

its inception. This is far less than one per cent of

the total amount of money paid by the state lottery. On

the other hand, one New York official estimates that

upwards of 20 per cent of New Jersey's winning tickets are

as yet unaccounted for.

In discussing the lottery with New York law

enforcement officials, it was learned that they have

encountered few, if any. police problems in the conduct of
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the state controlled lottery. However, they stated that it

was common knowledge that the lottery was not as successful

as was anticipated by state officials. One official stated

that they have maintained close scrutiny over the lottery

system and have determined that there was a noticeable

absence of efforts by organized criminal elements to

become involved in the operation of the state lottery.

The primary reason for this is that there is not sufficient

profit available to organized crime groups to make protracted

Involvement In the state lottery attractive to organized

criminal groups.

With respect to competitiveness between the state

run lottery and various other illegal forms of gambling such

as policy, or numbers, or bookmaking, the state lottery has

had no visible effect whatsoever upon these forms of gambling.

Law enforcement officials anticipate that the state lottery (

in its present form will never be able to compete with

current forms of illegal bookmaking and the numbers games.

There are several reasons for the state run lottery's

inability to compete with numbers and bookmaking operations,

one of which is the lack of fast and continuous "action". A

habitue of the policy wheel or the numbers game is able to

get "action" for his money in the State of New York between

three and five times a day and can learn the results of his

wager within a matter of hours after it is made, whereas in

the state run lottery he must wait several weeks before
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obtaining the results of his wager. Another reason for

the lack of competitiveness between the two gambling systems

is that a state run lottery costs the bettor one or two

dollars a ticket at which time he must identify himself,

thus subjecting his winnings to federal taxation. In

illegally conducted lotteries, such as numbers or policy, he

can bet a twenty-five cent ticket with complete anonymity

and the bettor's winnings, if any, are not subject to

taxation. These are just a few of the major reasons for

a lack of competitiveness between the state lottery and

the illegal lottery.

Organized criminal groups control most of the

illegal gambling in both the State of New York and the State

of New Jersey. Inasmuch as there is no competitiveness in

the state lottery and illegal gambling the organized criminal

groups are not being hurt. Therefore, they do not find it

necessary to seek additional profit from legal gambling at

a high degree of risk.

The only indication of a fear of competition from

the legal lottery has come from New Jersey. Certain neighbor-

hoods, iri which the numbers game is thoroughly entrenched,

have resisted attempts by lottery officials to establish

licensed lottery ticket sales locations. Prospective

lottery vendors have declined to sell tickets in the

New Jersey lottery for fear of retribution from the persons

running the numbers games. This has a dual Impact - (1)
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a legal lottery may be designed to compete with a numbers

game with some degree of success and (2) attempts to compete

with illegal gambling by legalizing the activity may cause

violent resistance from organized criminal elements..

New Jersey

The New Jersey lottery is run substantially the

same as the New York lottery with the exception that the

ticket values are different. In New Jersey, tickets may

be purchased for $.50. The method of selling the tickets is

largely a manual operation. A book of tickets is given to a

vendor and he is responsible for accounting for all of the

tickets sold by him. He keeps no record of the purchases

or to whom the tickets are sold. Drawings on the tickets

are conducted every week and the winning number is drawn

by selection by a computer of a random number. Inasmuch as

the New Jersey Lottery attempts to sell as many tickets as

possible, it is impossible to determine the exact number

of tickets outstanding and the numbers of those tickets.

Therefore it is possible that a winning number may be

represented by a ticket which has not as yet been sold

for that lottery.

The New Jersey lottery is substantially different

than the New York or New Hampshire lotteries in that in

order for a ticket winner to know that he has won he must
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check the list of winning numbers in the newspaper. The

reason for this is the relative degree of expense in

administering the different state lotteries. In New Jersey,

since there is no ticket receipt of the actual sale, the

name or address of the winner is unknown. This gives rise

to approximately 15 to 20 per cent of unclaimed ticket

winners in New Jersey. In New Hampshire and New York

on the other hand, there are less than 1 per cent of all

ticket winners who are unaccounted for.

As far as New Jersey officials know, there has

been no increase in either street crime or loan sharking

as a result of the lottery. They were also of the opinion that

no law enforcement problem was created for the police in

any manner. Lottery tickets had been the subject of thefts

but only in relation to other items which were taken.

Officials did not have any knowledge of thefts which

were specifically designed for lottery tickets only. The

tickets seemed to be taken as an incident to the crime

and usually cash was the primary target of the crime.

Whenever the tickets are stolen, the purchaser or the vendor

need only inform the lottery commission that the tickets have

been stolen and the tickets are thereafter cancelled.

The public has undergone a very extensive education

in the lottery and as part of this education the people

have been told not to purchase lottery tickets from anyone
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except authorized dealers or merchants in stores. Therefore

sales of lottery tickets would be exceedingly difficult

if made on a person-to-person basis in the street.

There was at least one incident in which two

bartenders from another state purchased many lottery tickets

in New Jersey, took them across the state line to another

state, and sold them to their patrons at face value. They

were arrested but not prosecuted for violation of federal

law. It was recognized that tickets could easily be

transported out of state but this would not be a

widespread practice for at least one reason - since

persons winning the New Jersey lottery must find out

what the winning tickets are from a published list

in the newspapers or at sales centers, persons out of

state would have no way of knowing what the winning

numbers were in the State of New Jersey. At present

federal law prevents the dissemination of information

concerning wholesale lists of winning numbers in the

lottery of a state.

The incidents of counterfeiting or alteration

of tickets in New Jersey has been practically nil. As

far as counterfeiting tickets to represent unsold tickets

and then sell to the population, there has been no report

of attempts to do this as yet. Again, the reason that this

has not been attempted is that any self-respecting counter-
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feiter who would attempt to counterfeit tickets for sale

to the public would not bother with a $.50 lottery ticket

for reasons that it would simply be unprofitable. As for

attempts to alter existing tickets to represent winning

tickets, there has been only one incident to date of an

attempt to do this and the attempt was discovered. The New

Jersey lottery ticket is virtually foolproof for purposes

of counterfeiting as each ticket has its own number.

Corresponding this number is printed on the face of the

ticket a set of numbers in code which represent the computer's

code for the winning number on the ticket. The code is known

only to the computer and each winning ticket is checked against

the computer code to insure it is genuine. There is no way

for a counterfeiter to know the code number of the winning

ticket. Second, there is invisible ink on the ticket which will

show up only under a special light, and the ticket is printed

on safety paper which will show up clearly any attempted

erasures or alterations. Therefore, the system has been

reliable in terms of spoiling attempted counterfeiting

schemes.

One official source estimated that as much

as 15 per cent of the numbers play activity had been cut

into by the New Jersey lottery. This was nothing more

than a ballpark figure, but it was the official's opinion
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that the lottery had substantially reduced the play In the

illegal numbers game. His reasons for this, he stated, were

based upon interviews of winning ticket holders. The ticket

holders had said that in the past they had played the

numbers game but now that the lottery was available that

they had stopped numbers play altogether. One of the reasons

why a person would be prone to stop playing the illegal numbers

game in favor of the lottery would be that the numbers game

is first and foremost illegal. Second of all, the odds are

not as favorable as those in the state lottery. Third, the

numbers game in New Jersey is not always as reliable as the

state lottery (apparently "numbers" the controllers would not

pay off all the time). Finally, the lottery provided

a much more reputable opportunity to gamble a small amount

of money.

When asked if there have been repercussions from

underworld elements in regard to the cutting into their

business, officials in New Jersey said that there were two

possible reactions at this time. First of all, they stated

that when promoters were attempting to get merchants to

sell their lottery tickets in certain areas where numbers

activities were prevalent, many merchants refused to handle

the lottery ticket sales, giving the reason that the sales

would not contribute to their business. Some merchants

went so far as to say that if they handled the state lottery
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ticket sales that they would be harrassed by certain

underworld elements (e.g., a brick through the window).

This was a widespread reaction in many underdeveloped

areas in larger cities.

Some officials emphasized that it was their

opinion that the lottery system in New Jersey was directly

responsible for a decrease in the play of the numbers

game. It was felt that the frequency of the play and the

relatively low price of the tickets helped to achieve this

end.

There was absolutely no indication that

organized crime would or could take an interest in the

operation of the lottery. The lottery would probably

not present a fertile area for profit for organized criminals

inasmuch as the state was sole operator of the lottery

and the only person in which profit would be made.

The only area in which persons might desire to get

involved with the lottery might be in the actual retail

sales of the tickets. However, with actual participation

as a bona fide seller of tickets, there would be little

chance to do anything to make large profits in this area.

Absent the opportunity to make large profits, it is

generally conceded organized crime will not attempt to

Infiltrate these areas.

New Jersey ticket vendors are subject to what
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is known as a criminal, credit, and personality investigation.

In this manner the majority of the undesirables could be

ferreted out of the system.

Other officials from New Jersey feel at this time

that there is no noticeable competition between the number

or policy wheels operating illegally in the State of

New Jersey and the state run lottery. These officials

advised that at this point they do not feel that there

are any efforts being made and none have been made

in the past by organized criminal groups to become

entrenched in the lottery system, stating that they feel

the primary reason is a lack of attractive profit for the

amount of risk involved.

In discussing the two types of state run lottery

systems with persons, both in New York and New Jersey, the

state controlled lottery systems have not led to an

education process which has caused the public to seek out

and patronize illegal gambling establishments. It might

be noted however, that while this conclusion might be

true in the eastern states, the fact remains that the

same might not be true in the west, more particularly, in

California. In the eastern states, the "numbers" games

are so deeply entrenched and so widely known by all

residents, that if a person had an inclination to play

the numbers, he would have had ample opportunity to do

so. The fact that the lottery is now available would
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not seem to create more of a desire to play the illegal

"numbers" or "policy" games since the illegal games have

always been available to most residents. In California,

however, there has been a notLceatle absence of the numbers

or policy games. Although there have been infrequent

reports of numbers games in this state, the problem has

not begun to assume a fraction of the proportion of the

eastern counterpart games. It is this type of difference

in the nature of the eastern and western environment which

tends to raise the question whether conclusions pertaining

to the lottery on the east coast will be necessarily

applicable to the same situation in this state.

(See recommendations, part III, infra).

The state operated lottery still maintains

certain advantages over the numbers games for the bulk

of the population. For instance, in the State of New

Jersey, it was pointed out that the lottery, even though

the action is slower than a numbers game, offers greater

odds and much bigger prizes than most illegal numbers

games do. Thus far, officials in both states have found

that while some persons who patronize the numbers game may

also patronize the state run lottery, the reverse of this

has not been true.

One official voiced the opinion that some persons

may withdraw their patronage of the numbers game and
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support the state run lottery primarily because of the

general feeling of indignation expressed towards organized

criminal elements in the State of New Jersey as a result

of vigorous law enforcement and exposed organized criminal

figures and public officials in that state. However, they

feel this expression of indignation will subside in the

near future but will not result in increased patronage of
A

the illegal lottery systems.

Foreign Lotteries

Lotteries in foreign countries are prevalent.

One foreign official noted that over half of the civilized

countries in the world conduct state lotteries. In many of

these countries the lottery has become an institution and

has been refined to a highly developed state. Inquiries

were made of officials in over ten countries most of which

were situated in eastern Europe. A few generalizations

can be made about the conduct of the foreign lotteries.

Most lotteries are conducted by the state

utilizing a system of distribution of tickets through

the use of merchants and part time vendors. The interval

between drawings Is usually between one week and one month.

In many countries the lottery player may purchase a "whole

ticket" or a part of a ticket (which Is usually equivalent

to 1/10 of a whole ticket).

In many instances standing orders for tickets
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are given to the sellers and payment for the ticket is made

by bank draft to the lottery administration, therefore

avoiding payment to the seller for the tickets. The sales

of the tickets are usually made on a personal basis. The

seller maintains a regular clientele and is sometimes

required to keep a record of the purchaser of the tickets.

If a person is awarded one of the larger prizes, it is

customary for the government to give a "tip" of a certain

percentage of the large prize to the seller who sold the

winning ticket. Most of the foreign lotteries are like that

in New Jersey wherein a certain amount of tickets are pre-

pared and a number is drawn at random. Most of the countries

require the winners to determine for themselves whether they

have won or not. There is usually no system of contacting

the winners by mail or by phone.

Foreign officials were uniform in denying the

existence of any criminal problems with regard to lottery

tickets. While most of them would recognize that there is

an occasional crude attempt at forgery or alteration,

there have been no reported instances of actual forgeries

or alterations which have succeeded. There has been no

increase in any type of crime as a result of the foreign

lotteries according to foreign officials.

It is interesting to note that In virtually all

foreign states surveyed, proceeds from lottery winnings
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are tax exempt.

Some countries also sell premium bonds which are

like U.S. Government Savings Bonds with the exception that

the interest which accrues yearly on the premium bonds

constitutes the amount of money spent or wa.gered on the

lottery. The number of the premium bond determines the

number of the winning lottery ticket and unless the purchaser

does not want to play the interest on his bond it is auto-

matically included in the lottery. The purchaser never

loses his principal interest in the bond and the only thing

which he wagers is the amount which accrues on the principal.

The bond holder, if he xvins, will receive a prize the value

of which depends on the face of the premium bond.

Private lotteries are allowed in some countries.

In Holland for example, the private lotteries are strictly

controlled by government regulations. The lotteries involving

prizes over $1,000 must be authorized by the State Ministry

and must be operated for charitable purposes only. Lotteries

involving prizes under the value of $1,000 are legal subject

to obtaining advance permission from the mayor of the town

in which the lottery is to be conducted. The promoters of

the lottery must register their proposal with the state

government. These lotteries may be conducted for business

promotion, charity, or any other valid reason. Lotteries

which are designed primarily to raise money for individual
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economic interests are not allowed.

As a general matter it was the opinion of many

foreign officials that games of chance should be allowed in

moderation (that is limitations placed upon the amount

wagered and the ease of access) but should never be operated

for the purpose of private gain by the promoter.

B. BINGO

A considerable number of states have legalized

bingo in one form or another. Of the states questioned

on this matter, the bingo was found to be relatively free

of criminal involvement.

Most states have experienced problems in regard

to administrative control and operation of bingo games.

However, these problems, have usually ;peen ironed oute in

time and with corrective legislation.'' The following comments

regarding the history and development of legalized bingo in

New York is somewhat typical of the development of the activity

in other states.

Prior to 1958 the laws prohibiting bingo were

only given token enforcement by the local enforcement

agencies. As is true throughout the country, many religious

and charitable organizations conducted bingo games openly

for purposes of raising funds for religious activities.

In New York, bingo was legalized in 1958. With

the advent of legalized bingo, racket minded promoters
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inevitably infiltrated vulnerable organizations and received

the lion's share of the profits. The respectable name of

the charity was used as a front and provided a buffer against

legal prosecution.

Techniques employed by professional operators were

to provide the finances, equipment, workers, and, in some

cases, suitable public halls, and to set up a full

operation under a protective cloak of respectability.

In exchange, the organizations were given a small share of

the profits or a meager fixed fee.

Despite corrective legislation, the promoters

found additional ways to insinuate their interests into the

charitable activities. Their schemes eventually evolved

into providing the services for acquiring licenses and

completing the paper work necessary to set up the games.

In this manner, they still managed to collect a large

share of the profits.

The problems; which evolved shortly after the

legalization of bingo were basically as follows. Public

hearings conducted in New York City by the State Lottery

' Control Commission reveal that the lega.lized game of bingo

was rifled with abuses, corruption, and violations of law.

Another vice was the misappropriation of inestimable sums

that were intended to support religious, charitable, and

civic causes.
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New regulations and statutory correction of abuses

closely followed the disclosures of the public hearings.

The commission noted that the enactment of new legislation,

rules, and regulations alone would not effectively eliminate

the problems which had been encountered. Deliberate and

purposeful enforcement by all responsible agencies of the

states and municipal governments was required. The proper

conduct of bingo was recognized to have rested primarily in

the hands of the members of licensed organizations conducting

bingo games.

In New York, the primary responsibility for the

enforcement of legalized bingo comes within the jurisdiction

of the State Lottery Control Commission (to be differentiated

from the Division of the Lottery under the Department of

Taxation and Finance). Aside from a short period after the

program's inception, stringent regulations and effective

control have finally resulted in a successful endeavor

which Is devoid of the "hoodlum element."

In other states, the evolution of legalized bingo

may not have progressed through such a difficult period as

that in New York, but the basic administrative and statutory

problems have been much the same. The general opinion of

both law enforcement arid public administration authorities

interviewed seems to confer approval on the legalization of

bingo for civic, religious, and charitable purposes. On
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the whole, they felt that a properly regulated and conducted

bingo game presented no law enforcement problems of substance.

The only abuses of legalized bingo which eventually

became problems for law enforcement were those mentioned above,

It Is generally felt by the Task Force that these problems

could be avoided should bingo be legalized in California,

by establishing certain minimum standards for the conduct

of bingo games. Among these standards should be the

following:

1) Uniform state policy regarding the type

of organization which may be allowed to conduct

games;

2) Statewide (as opposed to county or municipal)

standards for regulation and conduct of games;

3) Organizations allowed to conduct games

limited to those exempted from the payment of

state income tax under Revenue and Taxation Code

section 23701 (d); and qualifying as charitable

corporation under section 170 (c)(2) of the

Internal Revenue Code of 195-1.

M) Licensing of organizations intending to

conduct bingo games by the chief of police or

other chief law enforcement official in the

political subdivision; or the sheriff of the

county in which the game Is to be conducted,

if there is no smaller political subdivision;
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5) No one other than the organization

licensed to conduct games should be allowed to

operate the games, or otherwise participate

in the promotion, supervision, or other phase

of the game for which payment for services would

normally be contemplated;

6) Limits should be placed upon the

frequency of games to be sponsored by one

organization;

7) No individual, corporation, partnership,

or organization, other than the corporation

licensed to conduct games, shall be allowed to hold

a financial interest in the conduct of the game;

8) A statewide supervisory agency should

be established to insure the integrity of the games

and the uniformity in regulation of the games.

These standards arc not by any means all-inclusive, however,

they should form the basis for ferreting out problems before

they become major concerns. These standards should also

receive further study (See part III, section A.).

C. Off-Track Pari-Mutuel Betting

OTB (the Off-Track Betting Corp.) is a public

benefit corporation licensed by the City of New York to

conduct the business of off-track horse race betting. At

the present time, off-track betting has established



approximately five locations throughout the City of New

York where bets may be taken daily for horse races.

Generally, a bet which is taken at OTB is recorded

by computer for the corporation. Approximately one hour

before post time in the first race, all off-track betting

ceases and the results of the off-track betting are sent by

computer to the track. The track pari-mutuel board then

reflects the odds as they have been established by the

off-track betting. Both the money wagered at the track

and off the track is combined into a single pool and the

race odds are fixed thereby.

The system is slightly different when there is a

pari-mutuel pool for an out of state race (e.g., the

Kentucky Derby, Belrnont Stakes, etc.). In these situations

the Off-Track Betting Corporation conduct:; its own pari-

mutuel pool and the betting odds at OTB will not necessarily

duplicate those established at the track (for example in

the 1971 Kentucky Derby the winning horse paid $59 at OTB

and only $12 at the track).

OTB has also established a telephone system of

betting. Under this system, the bettor deposits with OTB

a certain amount of money which he intends to use as the

money for his bets. The depositor then chooses a code name

for himself, consisting of a certain amount of letters.

If the deposit account is accepted by OTB, and the code
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name is accepted, OTB merely sends verification that the

account is accepted and the code name will be suitable.

From this point on the bettor may place bets by dialing

the OTB telephone service, giving his name and his code

number, the amount of the bet, and the horse and the race

upon which he wishes to bet. Within a matter of minutes,

the bet is verified and the account is credited for the

amount of the funds which he won is credited to his account.

Although there is no statutory or administrative regulation

upon the size of the account and the size of each individual

bet, OTB officials stated that they had a sort of "informal"

policy of not accepting bets over $1,000 on any particular

race. They stated that since this would be $1,000 per

phone call, higher sums of money could be bet by merely

placing another phone call.

The physical security systems of the OTB head-

quarters on Broadway was fairly close. Guards stood at

the entrance to each section on each floor in the building

(OTB occupies about six floors). The visitors were given

color coded passes and were not allowed to go in certain

areas without prior clearance.

OTB officials agreed that a bookie or horse player

could take advantage of the different odds established

at the track and those established at OTB. The manner

in which this could be done was that if a bettor knew with
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a reasonable amount of certainty that one of two or three

horses would win the race, he could make the bets at OTB

and at the pari-mutuels at the track so as to take maximum

advantage of the higher odds at each place and bet different

amounts of money to hedge the bets. In this manner, if one

of the three horses came in there would be no possible

way for the bettor to lose.

When asked what effect OTB would have upon book-

making activities, the officials of OTB indicated that the

results would be different now than they would be in ten

years. OTB officials stated that as of now there is no

visible effect upon bookmaking activities. However, they

estimated that in ten years OTB would virtually put

bookmakers out of business. Their theory was that people

who bet with bookmakers are not getting as satisfactory a

service as OTB can offer. OTB Intends to expand so as to

put as many possible betting windows in the City of New

York. By making the actual betting windows and the telephone

service available to the public, the OTB feels that it can

compete with the credit services and the ease of access of

the bookie. Additionally, OTB will pay the odds on the

horses which win regardless whether those odds are high.

Presently, most bookies will not accept bets which will •

pay over 20 to 1 odds except that the odds on a race going
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over 20 to 1 on a payoff must be in certain increments of

$100 (for example if the odds on a $500 bet are over 20 to

1, then only higher odds will be given for $300, a certain

segment of higher odds will be paid on the $100, etc.).

This is not so with OTB which will pay the odds regardless

what they are.

Second, the OTB officials felt that the bookie

would feel the pinch from OTB since people would rather

play legal games than illegal games. The OTB officials

also premised their theory that the bookie would go out of

business on the fact that if he receives a 25 per cent cut '

in business he will go broke. This was based upon a compari-

son with private industry in which one OTB official stated

that if a private corporation were to receive a 25 per cent

cut in their business, chances are they would go out of busines

He also stated that the same should be true of bookmaking

and that if a bookie has his business cut by 25 per cent he

would no longer find it profitable to make book. (See

infra, part III, section D.)

There have been four or five instances of attempted

counterfeiting thus far with OTB. So far all known attempts

at counterfeiting have failed and prosecutions or arrests

were pursued. The persons involved attempted to erase the

betting designation on their ticket to change It from a
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losing ticket to a winning ticket. The persons were apparently

unaware that OTB attempts to check all winning ticket receipts

with the original ticket written when the bet was made.

Therefore, by this crude attempt at alteration, at least

four people have been arrested. OTB intends to take a

tough attitude toward persons who are attempting alterations

or counterfeiting of their tickets and feel that this is

the only way in which to curb the alteration problem.

OTB officials had apparently researched the

European systems of off-track betting and had closely

scrutinized their systems. Data processing consultants

estimated that in order to "fix" the odds at the OTB

computer system, no less than nine people would have to

be in on the scheme.

One OTB consultant emphasized that OTB was the

only hope that lav; enforcement had to deal with the

bookmaking operations. He pointed to the fact that in

the volume of cases involving bookmaking which came before

the courts, very few convictions resulted, thereby having

little effect upon the bookmaking racket. He felt that

the only alternative was to legalize this type of gambling

and to run it in competition with the bookmaker.

In discussing the operation of the Off-Track

Betting Corporation with New York City police officials,

the only problems they have encountered to date have been
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primarily in crowd control. One official advised that

for the Kentucky Derby race on May 1, 1971 roughly 1-1/2

million people made wagers through Off-Track Betting

Corporation. This presented an enormous crowd control

problem but it was handled by the police authorities

without incident.

Police officials maintained that they have

encountered no efforts by organized criminal groups to

gain control of the Off-Track Betting Corporation

or to funnel or extract from it any of its profits. However,

they are quick to point out again that the corporation is

in its infancy and they are scrutinizing its security very

closely.

OTB had considerable problems with the union

organization over its labor force. The labor trouble

was instigated by organized criminal elements in one East

Coast union. However, another police official who himself

is an expert on organized labor racketeering stated that

the particular union in question is less involved with

organized criminal elements than any other union in

New York. j
i

It was generally conceded that OTB would render

to the bookie an opportunity to make a legal layoff bet.

On laying off his bets at OTB, the bookmaker was guaranteed

payment on the bets he made with the corporation. The



telephone system for phoning in bets with OTB would also

give rise to a very convenient method of laying off bets

from other states. In this manner, a bookie would have

to deposit a substantial amount of money with OTB in order

to make his bets (although OTB has said that they would

not accept bets over $1,000) and he could phone in his

bets from out of state.

The general consensus of opinion among law

enforcement officials was that off-track betting would

not run the bookmaker out of business. Some persons

held the opinion that off-track betting would skim off

the reputable gambler from the bookie and the bookie

would then be left with the dregs of the business, the

deadbeats, and the undesirable horse players. This group

of persons felt that in this manner the bookmakers would

suffer drastically from the off-track betting system.

Others felt that the system would not decrease the play

given to illegal bookmakers but rather would increase the

ease of operation of the bookmaker and stimulate the

interest of persons who had formerly never played the horses

Under New York law, private bookmaking is still

illegal and a bookmaker who books over $5,000 of bets in

one day is subject to felony treatment. Under $5,000 he

is only guilty of having committed a misdemeanor. However,

under New York law, a person is not guilty of bookmaking if



he takes a bet on the horses or other sports for another

person without the intent of bookmaking. In other words,

a runner who merely serves as an intermediary between a

bettor and a legal outlet for gambling such as OTB, is not

subject to prosecution for bookmaking under the New York

statutes. Therefore, it was generally conceded that if a

messenger or runner was to take money from a private citizen

and then charged a service charge for running the bet between

the bettor and OTB, he could not be prosecuted under the

bookmaking section. Similarly, if a person were to take

such bets , arid rather than bank all of the money with OTB

on the bets so taken, he only has to bet enough to protect

himself (laying off). The prosecution of this person under

the bookmaking statute would be rendered difficult if not

impossible because of the fact that he has an absolute

defense by proving that he did not intend to make book.

Certain law enforcement officials felt OTB was

beneficial and that it did not present a law enforcement

problem sufficient to oppose it. These persons felt that

by allowing off-track betting to compete with the bookmaker,

lav; enforcement problems would decrease. Citing the

example that In over 5,01)0 arrests for bookmaking; last

year in New York, only one person convicted received a jail

sentence, the official felt that a substantial amount of



police manpower and court time would be saved by eliminating

bookmaking as a crime. Yet another - whose reputation

for expertise in organized crime matters is widely known -

felt that off-track betting would serve as a breeding ground

for attempts by organized crime to take over OTB or use it

to their own advantage.

Reports had already reached police officials that

runners had already been operating in New York since the

beginning of OTB. These runners have apparently been

charging small amounts for their services in making the bets

for the bettors. The investigators personally observed at

the Grand Central Station OTB betting post, one person

cashing in a stack of winning tickets which looked to contain

between 50 and 100 winning tickets. It was the investigators'

expert opinion from looking at this man, that he had not

made the bets himself but was merely cashing tickets for

someone who had.

Opinion was voiced that OTB and an increase in

the play of the horses would correspondingly increase the

demand for loan sharking. This was, however, not a view

which was shared by all persons.

The Task Force would like to point out that the

Off-Track Betting Corporation is still in its infancy and

it is felt that It would be premature to attempt to determine



what problems will be encountered with respect to efforts

by organized criminal groups to take over or become involved

in the operation of the corporation. The structure of OTB

renders it susceptible to abuse by criminal elements in

several areas.

As noted previously, there is a potential for

wide scale use of the facilities as a legal layoff for

illegal bookmakers. With the use of the telephone system,

the corporation may be used as a nationwide center for

layoff bets.

Second, in speaking with law enforcement and

government officials throughout the East Coast who have

been effected by official corruption from organized crime

elements, they express the opinion that the Off-Track

Betting Corporation might be susceptible to corruption and

control by organized criminal interests by virtue

of its private corporate character. One reason for the

susceptibility of corruption at higher echelons is the

fact that the officers of the corporation serve under

political appointment. Furthermore, the nature of

their business (gambling, and the large flow of currency)

makes it a type of business which has been historically

attractive to organized criminal elements.

Third, OTB has facilitated the illegal bookmaking

operation in that a conviction for possession of bookmaking
*,



paraphernalia has beome virtually impossible if the

bookmaker uses the facilities of OTB to lay off his bets.

The incidence of tangible law enforcement problems

in relation to the operation of OTD has been relatively

slight up to this time. Recognizing that the potential

for criminal abuse exists with regard to the OTB system, it

is felt that the only reliable indication of the extent of

criminal usurpation of OTB facilities will be the experience

gained by New York City officials in coming years.

D. CASINO GAMBLING

The investigators made a survey of casino gambling

in the State of Nevada -- the only state in the continental

United States which has legalized casino gambling. Contact

was made with a number of state and local officials along

with private individuals directly involved in casino

gambling.

Legalized gambling in the State of Nevada is

licensed and regulated by state and local authorities and

the state derives a large portion of its tax revenues through

the licensing and taxation of the some 1,500 casinos in the

state. The principal agency responsible for regulation and

control of casino gambling in the State of Nevada is the

Gaining Control Commission and its enforcement arm, the

Gaming Control Board.

The members of the Gaming Control Commission are
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appointed by the Governor under strict state regulation and

are responsible for setting policy and direction for the

regulation of casino gaming. The Gaming Control Board is

also appointed by the Governor and is responsible for the

enforcement of the gaming control laws in the State of

Nevada. The Control Board consists of a three member board

and an enforcement division staffed with experienced pro-

fessional investigators and administrative personnel.

Basically the Gaming Control Board in the State of Nevada

functions somewhat similar to the Alcoholic Beverage

Control Board in the State of California in its regulation

of the liquor industry in California. The Nevada State

Legislature has provided for the licensing of the gaming

operations within the State of Nevada and has set forth

strict regulations for the operation of all types of casino

gaming devices.

The Nevada State Legislature has sought to control

the manipulation of casino gaming corporations and individuals

by legislation requiring certain financial and personal

disclosure upon receipt of a gaming license. Additionally,

the state has sought to eliminate the infiltration by

organized crime into the gaming industry by legislation

which would allow for the revocation of licenses and

subsequent prosecution for various crimes. The State of

Nevada itself does not directly participate in any type of
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gaming operation and all gaming conducted In Nevada is on

a private or corporate basis and has existed in this manner

since 1933.

State revenues from the casino gaming in the State

of Nevada are derived on the basis of: (1) taxes imposed

upon the daily count or the gross receipts of any individual

casino on a given day, (2) license fees, and (3) table

taxes. The count is maintained by the individual casino and

is subsequently reported to the state with the payment of the

revenues. The State Gaming Control Board maintains a

periodic audit of the gaming casinos.

In interviews with state and local officials, the

investigators encountered five basic types of problems

inherent in the gaming control system in the State of Nevada.

One of the most prevalent problems encountered by law

enforcement officials in relation to the gaming industry

is that of an immense transient population. Most persons

frequenting the gaming casinos in the State of Nevada are

transients from remote areas of Nevada or from the other 49

states. The bulk of the transient population is basically

from the major metropolitan areas in California. Not only

does the state experience an immense transient population

but it occurs on a 24 hour basis. Consequently, the law

enforcement agencies must function at full manpower

and performance on a 24 hour basis thus creating an

additional budget and administrative burden.
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Law enforcement agencies in Nevada have

experienced an enormous amount of criminal activity

connected with the transient population as a result of

the casino gambling. It was felt that property crimes

were proportionately higher in the state than they would

be in a state where casino gambling did not exist. They

have experienced such crimes as residential burglaries,

automobile burglaries, grand and petty theft, and strong-

arm robberies committed primarily by the transient

population. Several officials pointed out that approx-

imately 80 per cent of the population in Nevada State

Prison was composed of persons who had lived in the State

of Nevada less than a year at the time of the commission

of the offense.

Another law enforcement; problem directly related

to casino gambling is that of administering the regulatory

controls both on a statewide and local basis . Both local

law enforcement and the State Gaming Control Board are

required to maintain an extensive personnel force just

to administer and enforce the gaming control regulations

which in turn creates an enormous drain on the state

revenues. Of the approximately $40 million gained by the

state in fiscal 1970 through taxation and licensing of casino

gambling, between $1 and $2 million was budgeted for the

Gaming Control Board for enforcement of the state and local
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regulations.

The ratio of policeman in relation to population

is generally higher in Nevada than is prescribed by the

national norm of one officer per 1,000 population. The Reno

Police Department maintains 189 sworn officers for 72,000

population, a ratio of 2.6 per 1,000. Washoe County,

which includes the City of Reno, maintains 80 sworn

officers for a population, of 120,000, or a ratio of .7

officers per 1,000. Las Vegas maintains 312 officers

for a population of 278,000, or a ratio of 1.1 per 1,000.

Clark County, which includes Las Vegas, maintains approxi-

mately 337 officers for 300,000 population, or a ratio

of 1.1 to 1,000.

Nevada has had great problems in attempting

to eradicate organized crime infiltration and control of

legalized gambling in Nevada. One of the basic problems

is the difficulty in ferreting out organized criminal

activity by exposing persons of questionable background or

persons directly involved in organized crime activity who

are in fact financial backers of the casinos. One state

official recounted at least ten separate incidents or

occasions where they have discovered involvement to one degree

or another by organized criminal elements in gaming operations

of individual casinos. The investigators developed the

opinion that efforts to eradicate the organized criminal



elements from the gaming industry in Nevada have not been

particularly successful. This is not to say that Nevada

authorities, particularly the Nevada Gaming Commission and

Gaming Control Board, have not heen diligent in their

attempts to insure the integrity of the casinos. Law

enforcement authorities have generally maintained a tough

attitude toward criminal elements involved in the casino

gaming industry. However, the very nature of the industry

in Nevada generates the problems which have been noted,

and the task of keeping the casinos "clean" becomes

increasingly difficult.

The state officials are also experiencing new

schemes on a daily basis as a part of organised criminal

elements to maintain or gain control of the gaming industry

in Nevada. Most recently these efforts have been directed

toward labor racketeering. State officials are currently

experiencing efforts by certain labor groups to organize

casino workers.

A national problem encountered by state officials

more recently is the credit collection system as it is

presently operated by many of the larger casinos. In

these casinos, persons who are known to the casino

operators and persons who can demonstrate a superficial

ability to pay are often given credit upon which they may

gamble. These persons again are of a transient nature and

are usually from out-of-state and upon using up their
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credit, they often leave the State of Nevada and fail

to make good their debts. Many of the casinos have

found it necessary to maintain field offices in the larger

major metropolitan areas of the East Coast and California.

These field offices are ostensibly set up to advertise and

promote the casino business. However, in fact they serve

as a credit collection agency.

Law enforcement officials in Nevada, New York,

and California have all discovered in recent months that

certain casinos, particularly those with known connections

to organized criminal elements are in effect "farming out"

their credit collection to persons of disreputable character

in the areas where the field offices are maintained. In

most cases, the casino operators make contact with persons

usually connected with organized crime in the area where

the debtor or the loser works. The person contacted will

then assign the credit collection to several other persons

(including local hoodlums) who collect the outstanding

debt by whatever means possible, and in some cases by the

.use of force. Upon collection of the debt, the collectors

then extract a percentage for their services, return it to

the person with whom they contracted, who in turn extracts

a percentage and subsequently returns a remainder to the

casino operators. One State of Nevada official stated
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that he expected this type of credit collection to increase

in the near future inasmuch as the casinos are finding it

increasingly difficult to operate strictly upon the cash

earnings of the casino.

An additional problem presented by the credit

system to the State of Nevada is that the state methods

of collecting revenue are based upon the operating methods of

the casino. Inasmuch as most casinos operate on a cash

basis as opposed to an accrual basis, the state is hard

pressed to determine the actual amount of income made by

the casinos.

An additional problem encountered by enforcement

agencies in the State of Nevada has existed since the

institution of the taxation arid licensing laws, both

federally and within the state. This is a problem of

skimming of profits prior to the reporting of income by the

casinos. This is a particularly hard problem to combat

inasmuch as the state allows the casinos to maintain their

own count and taxation is based upon the actual count made

by the individual casino. A number of persons involved in

the gaming industry were quick to point out to the investi-

gators that under current state regulations and their own

individual corporate structure it was extremely hard to conduct

a skimming operation inasmuch as a minimum of five persons

were involved in the count. However the state officials
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additionally pointed out that in most instances in the past

when skimming was uncovered it was the casino operators and

principle administrators of the casinos who were responsible

for the skimming.

Despite the advent of large corporate gambling

entrepreneurs, the substructure of the casino operation has

necessarily remained the same. The contact between casino

management and organized crime figures has been a matter

of public knowledge and a matter of grave concern to

Nevada officials. As a result, the financial backers

and casino owners may be entirely legitimate, but the

Internal security problems are still present. Accordingly,

the potential for skimming and other devises for cheating

both the casino and the public still exists.

Another law enforcement problem encountered by

officials and casino owners was one of cheating by casino

employees. Numerous examples were given describing systems

by which employees were able to embezzle thousands of

dollars from the casino. It was interesting to note that

the one type of illegal gambling v/hich has not been

eliminated by casino gambling in the State of Nevada

is bookmaking, both sports and horse bookmaking. The

principal reason for this is that both the bookmaker

and the individual bettor are seeking to avoid the

10 per cent federal gambling tax which is levied
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against bookmaking.

A further lav; enforcement problem created by

the massive transient population and the free flow of

large sums of money is that of prostitution, both organized

and on an individual basis. Prostitutes are drawn to the

various casinos and very often operate throughout the

casinos on an individual basis.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Further Study

The Task Force finds that there is a need for

further study of the subjects treated in this report

before recommendations may be made with absolute confidence.

The only exception to this is in the area of

casino gambling, where the Task Force finds such an

extension unwarranted and unwise in California (See

section D, infra).

The most apparent reason for requiring further

study of the Issues involved is that conclusions drawn from

data acquired in other states may not apply to a similar

situation in California. For example, most East Coast law

enforcement officials feel that the lotteries will not "educate"

the population as to the existence of a numbers game, since

most Easterners are keenly aware of the nature and

existence of the numbers game. The same conclusion

might not be true in Calif ornia, however, since few people



are familiar with the numbers games, and there is relatively

little numbers play in California. The possibility exists

then, that the establishment of a state operated lottery

might tend to lead to the successful establishment of a host

of numbers games, with the attending result that the numbers

games will gain a socio-economic foothold in California,

as it has done on the East Coast.

The Task Force recommends, therefore, that the

Attorney General authorize the continued existence of this

body in order to establish a further study in the areas

stated below, and to assess the results of that study.

It is proposed that the study take the following form:

1. Gather Data Concerning Other Forms of
Lega 1 i zed Gami) 1 ing

Since the Task Force was faced with a shortage

of time in which to complete its findings and recommendations,

certain forms of gambling which have been legalised in other

states arid in foreign countries have not been stuciied in

depth. Among these are the following: parl-ruutuel sports

betting; sports pools; pari-rnutuel wagering on dog races;

pari-mutuel wagering on jal alai ; betting shops; business

promotion lotteries. *
2. Determine the Transferability of the

Task Force ' s Conclusions'"to~~Lo~tte"ries ,
Of f -Track' Be toting" on Horse Hac ing and
Bingo.

The findings of the Task Force should be analyzed
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to determine whether they would be applicable to similar

activities in this state. It is recommended that an inde-

pendent research firm be retained to determine whether the

experiences of New York and other states are transferable to

California,, considering the differences in social, historic,

economic, and political environments. The Task Force should

be involved in the design of this study.

3. Establish Minimum Legislative
Standards

The Task Force should establish minimum standards

for the regulation of certain types of gambling. This set of

standards is for the benefit of the California Legislature and

law enforcement in general, in determining what steps would be

necessary should further legalized gambling be contemplated.

4. Examine the Effects of Related
Federal Law and Policy

The Task Force should determine the effect of certain

federal prohibitions against the use of interstate commerce

facilities In gambling related activities. If certain forms

of legalized gambling are eventually approved in California,

a clear determination of federal attitudes, policy and law

should be made.

5. Investigate and Determine the Extent
of Infiltration of Organized Grime
Elements into Legal and Illegal Fo"rms
of Gambling in California

An effort should be made to compile all available

Intelligence data on the extent of organized crime activities
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in California relating to gambling. The results of this

investigation should serve to inform all California law

enforcement officials of existing or potential problems

in the organized crime area.

With regard to the various forms of gambling studied,

it would be premature to recommend at this time either for or

against the establishment of the activity from a law en-

forcement standpoint. Bearing this in mind, the Task Force

finds that the following comments are appropriate.
B- THE LOTTERY

The Task Force feels that the law enforcement

problems attending state operated lotteries on the East

Coast are minimal to nonexistent. It is recommended, however,

that the study noted above be conducted to determine whether

the law enforcement consideration in California would be

the same.

C. BINGO

The Task Force notes that in those states where

it has been legalized, bingo has generally not imposed

substantial problems upon state and local law enforcement

agencies. Again, whether this same generality is applicable

to California is subject to some degree of question. The

study noted above should serve to answer these questions.
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D. OFF-TRACK PARI-MUTUEL WAGERING ON HORSERACING

The Task Force flndsthat off-track pari-mutuel

betting is fraught with potential problems which might

eventually become substantial law enforcement concerns.

The off-track betting system as it exists in New York

appears to have several unsatisfactory characteristics

from a law enforcement standpoint.

Inasmuch as the higher administrative officers in

the New York City Off-Track Betting Corporation are subject

to political appointment and removal, there exists a built-

in potential for official corruption. This is a recognized

potential for the elements of organized crime to gain a foot-

hold in the organization. As such, it would be much more

desirable to have such an organization administered by

government or employees whose salaries are fixed by statute

and are commensurate with civil servants acting in like

capacities.

Proponents of off-track pari-mutuel betting advance

the theory that this system will eventually force the

illegal bookmaker out of business. The Task Force finds

that this theory is unsound. Currently, illegal bookmakers

rely upon horse race bookmakirig for less than 25 per cent

of their business. The bulk of their bookmaking consists

of bets placed upon sports events. Because off-track pari-

mutuel betting on horse races would only effect the illegal
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bookmaking to this extent It is not felt that the bookmaker

will be forced out of betting by the further legalization

of pari-mutuel betting. In this sense, legalization of

off-track pari-mutuel betting will not serve to solve existing

law enforcement problems.

The Task B'orce finds that it is too early to

assess the practical results of the New York system of off-

track pari-mutuel wagering. As was noted in the materials

concerning off-track betting in this report, there are many

potential problems involving illegal bookmaking, layoffs,

arid credit fraud potentially effecting the off-track betting

system. Until solutions have been found for these problems,

or until it appears that efficient safeguards can be devised

to eliminate these potential"? probld'ris, the Task Force finds

that off-track pari-mutuel betting.raises far too many law

enforcement problems to be seriously considered at this time.

E. CASINO GAMING

In view of the tremendous law enforcement problems

attending.the legalized casino gaming in Nevada, the Task

Force finds that casino type gambling should not be legalized

in California under any circumstance. Although it seems to

be clear that if casino gambling establishments were owned

and operated by the state, this would alleviate some of the

problems involving organized crime which have plagued

Nevada, this alone would not solve the immense law enforce-

ment problems which would accompany the legalization of
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casino gambling in California. Aside from the budgetary

problems which would face lav; enforcement agencies on the

state and local levels, the increased proportion of property

crimes and those inherent in a large transient population would

render nugatory the economic benefits which the state might

derive.

CONCLUSION ;

The findings and recommendations set out by this

Task Force represent an attempt to present an objective

and reliable study on the subject of legalized gambling.

It is hoped that the recommendations of the Task Force

will provide a starting point for the development of a

realistic attitude toward all phases of legal and illegal

gambling in California.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
237 WEST COMMONWEALTH AVENUE • FULLERTON, CALIF. 92632 • (714) 526-4641

WAYNE H. BORNHOFT CHIEF OF POLICE

REFERENCE TO

June 21, 1971

Arlo E. Smith
Assistant Attorney General
Department of Justice
State Building
San Francisco, California 94102

Dear Arlo:

I have studied the revised Task Force Report on
Legalized Gambling, dated June 21, 1971.

After perusing the material, I am thoroughly convinced
that the State of California should not extend legalized
gambling in the area of casino operation, as indicated
in the report; in the areas of off-track betting and
lotteries, in which the report indicates there could
be further study; and even in the area of bingo, as
conducted in states where it is now legal.

I would favor, with mixed feelings, further analysis
of the operation of bingo games and lotteries - as
conducted by charitable or nonprofit organizations -
believing that a study of these activities is
particularly desirable. Without doubt, law enforcement
is forced to indulgently disregard daily violations
of this type, and it occurs to me a better method of
regulating such activity should be devised.

Sincerely,

WAYNE'Tf-r "BORNHOFT
Chief of Police

WHBoc
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CITY OF Los ANGELES
CALI FORN IA

OFFICE OF THE
CHIEF OF POLICE

EDWARD M. DAVIS

DEPARTMENT OF
POLICE

ISO N. LOS ANGELES ST.
UOS ANGELES. CALIF. 9OO1Z

S A M Y O R T Y
M A Y O R

PHONE:
4 8 5 - 4 0 4 8

IN REPLYING PLEASE GIVE

OUR REF. NO.

1.1.4

June 23, 1971

Mr. E v e11e J. Younger
Attorney General
State of C a l i f o r n i a
State B u i l d i n g
San Francisco, C a l i f o r n i a 941G2

Attention: Mr. Arlo E. Smith
Assistant Attorney General

This is to inform you that Assistant Chief Jack G. C o l l i n s
w i l l no longer participate in the Attorney General's Task
Force on Legalized G a m b l i n g presently being conducted by
your office.

During discussions with N'.r. Arlo Smith, Assistant Attorney
General, Chief C o l l i n s stated tnis Department's objections
to information contained in the earlier drafts of the Task
Force report. After review of the latest draft, b a s i c a l l y
the same objections must be raised - s p e c i f i c a l l y against
the information contained on pages 57 and 58.

Since there is no evidence that legalized g a m b l i n g e l i m i n a t e s
or reduces i l l e g a l g a m b l i n g activity, this Department is
opposed to an expansion of commercial g a m b l i n g even if the
State is the entrepreneur. It is rny o p i n i o n that legalized
g a m b l i n g is actually a regressive form of taxation, and any
state that must support itself upon the weaknesses of its
people does not deserve to su r v i v e .

E. M. DAVIS
Chief of Police
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Vbur neighborhood
OTB branch office
All over the city, bright clean OTB branch olfices are
being opened—as fast as possible. Eventually. 100
to 200 offices will be located throughout the city.

Brightly smiling OTB hostesses are getting ready
to welcome you, and guide you to the information and
instructions you need: entry lists, betting slips,
betting or payolf windows, result postings, etc.

Some people call our offices "betting parlors." We
don't really mind—except that a modern glass-walled
OTB branch is about as far from an old-fashioned
parlor as Kennedy Airport is from the 3rd Avenue "El.'

How to bet and collect
££££*. 2£E «o««s i «ts jf BICE • L E T T i 'rr.riiT.7ff:4_^4J-u4_|—

® !n return fc r your money, you get
your he'ting t ickg t icket just a1; you

The (irst step, of course, is picking
your horses—in whatever way you
want: handicapping by pas! perform-
ance, following your favorite expert, tips
hunches, etc.

would at the track Put it in your

At the OTB office, entry sheets for the OTB
tracks are posted where you can see them
clearly, to help you fill out your betting slips
(OTB horses will have code letters, from A
to Z, instead of entry numbers. Newspapers
will include that code in their listings.)

Betting slips will be available in quantity, like
deposit slips at a bank. For each bet, you fill out
a slip with the appropriate track, amount, type
of bet, race and horse. (For example: "Yonkers,
five dollars, to win, first race, horse G.")

Payees s 'G' tcnr-h j i f hru- a"cr
the eno of each race--.:? ary
CT(1 b<irrh it doesn t hive to
be the eft ce where you placed
the bet Amounts over $1OCO
will be pa>rt by check: under
$1000 in cash or chsck. as you
prefer

Open an OTB
Telephone Account
Telephone betting is one of the dramatic and
unique features of OTB.

An OTB account operates tike a checking
account—you deposit money against which you
bet. So there's no danger of over-extending
yourself, and going into debt. You get regular
statements, too—again, like a bank.

To open an account, you fill out an application
and mai I it with a minimum deposit of $25 {No
minimum balance thereafter.} You also select your
"code name" any group of up to ton letters that
you want, hko f'.IG JIM or HAPPINESS or ABCD
This 000*0 n.'jnio irt your secret II is nlootronscai! /
programed into the OTB cornput<;r and serves ^c
your counler^.iqn when you call i r j piarn a i~>- ;

Keep thnt onrio name in you' ti<\in becaus-'1 i'le
yoiJr app'ic.-'itton : ; processed you'!! ro'~pivp 3
plastic Oiird ;ti;]! r-r- i ivcs oniy y • • - rnr^ir,1 '^r-:;'\\
number and t ' r? t;h'-,r.f ' nur-bo: . ' * your OTB'
telephone op'Tn!;'' iYcu can r,hoos<,; a Spanish-
speakint] r p - ' - r r i t t / r : f ycp; prefer i You'l l also rece:vf
sinplc irsiiii ' i i f jns for teiepheno bottma

HERE'S A TYPICAL TELEPHONE BET;
EET FOR Th is is account li\!4f:C

orn
1 hrink you Your o-^c 'nrrip please

APPJ.Y FOR YOUR OTB ACCOUNT
The first s!f;p is the application hidn^ and op?n'n^
deposit If there is no blank included with this boc'.
you can pick one up at an OTB branrh office, or
write to. New York City Off-Track Belting Corpora;
c/o Telephone Accounts Manager 1501 Broadwa
New York. N.Y 10036 Or telephone (212) 565-762



New York City Of f -Track Belting Corporation
t501 Broadway. New York. New York iOCne
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Horse Race

ROOSEVELT RACEWAY - YONKERS RACEWAY

TM
$2.00 $10.00 $50.00 $100.00

FORM 1100.1.041A Amount of bet-check one only

Horse Race

ROOSEVELT RACEWAY - YONKERS RACEWAY

$2.00 $10.00 $50:00 $100.00

fORM 1100.1.041B Amount of bet—check one only

Horse Race

ROOSEVELT RACEWAY - YONKERS RACEWAY

$2.00 $10.00 $50.00 $100.00

fORM nOO.l.IMlC Amount of bet—check one only

OFF-TRACK BETTING SLIPS
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$1 LOTTERY RECEIPT
NEW YORK STATE

• Please keep this receipt.
• Social Security number may be required when

claiming a prize.

fc 24241?02
MAY, 1971

• THIS RECE:?T ;s NON-TRANSFERABLE
• THIS IS NOT A TICKET
• SE£ BACK. ArrlL SHOWERS HAVE

BROUGHT MAY ("LOWERS

D

NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY TfCKET
DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION AND FINANCE • LOTTERY COMMISSION

• ENTER NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW
• DETACH AT PERFORATION - DO NOT FOLD
• NON-TRANSFERABLE — DO NOT MAIL

• D5POSIT WITH ANY LOTTERY AGENT

24241203
MAY, 1971

CAUTION - PRINT CAREFULLY TO AVOID DELAY IN PAYMENT
NAME

ADDRESS

* CITY STATE TE

APT. NO.

LEPHONE NO

MAKE THE MONTH OF
MAY MERRIER WITH
A WINNING TICKET

-NET PROCEEDS FOR EDUCATION

COMMISSIONER
OF TAXATION AND FINANCE

VALID ONLY IF DEPOSITED
DURING MONTH OF

MAY

''•El,



IN THE NEW NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY
YOU CAN WIN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PRIZES:

(For each Million Dollars of Sales):
$100,000

50,000
5,000
2,000

t 10 additional prizes of $1,000 eac!'
( 300 consolation prizes of $500 each
t Thousands of $100 prizes

The Monthly Prize Drawing for May tickets will be :eld June 15, '971

IN THE NEW NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY
YOU CAN WIN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PRIZES:

(For ench Million Dollars or Sales).
$100,000

50,000
5,000
2,000

t 10 additional prizes of $1,000 each
1 ?00 co.'isolotion prizes of $500 each
| rhousands of $'00 prizes

The Mcvi*h,!y Pr: ••: Drawing for May tickets will be hr-ld June 15, 1971



N^-YORK

LOTTERY TICKETS MAKE
PERFECT GIFTS

Lots of people urc constantly on
the lookout for gifts jar the man
t>r li'tjnn an u-ho has everything.

Lottery tickets make ideal g i f t s
, . . for Christmas, Father's Day.
graduation, birthdays, anniver-
saries, retirements, shoivers. plus

a nice iua\ to ,v<vv "thank you"
jor business cirnJ xoatil filvfrs.
just S I . 0(1 per ticket.

DL-601 0 7 ! )

NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY INFORMATION
A MONTHLY LOTTERY WITH A $100,000

TOP PRIZE PER MILLION TICKETS SOLD

THE PRIZE MONEY

For Every Million Tickets Sold Each Month Grand
Tier Prizes, Are:

1 (3

1 <S)

1 <s
1@

JIO@
14

5100,000
50,000
5,000
2,000
1,000

$100,000
50,000
5,000
2,000
10,000

$167,000
AND 300 consolation prizes of $500 each.
In addition, each month there are thousands of
pool prizes of $100 each.
For example, a 3.5 mill ion sales month would
result in

42 grand tier prizes
900 consolation pr izes of $500 each

4,490 pool p r i zes of $100 each
5,432 total number of pr izes



LOUEKV

THE LOTTERY AiDS EDUCATION

The more than $105,000,000 that the
New York State Lottery has contr ibuted
to Education could havn bought 10,500
brand new school buse?--or pnid fhe
fuel bill for more than 3)'2 years for
every public school building in New
York State--or hired over 12,000 teach-
ers. Thai s the real v a l u e of the
Lottery to eve ry res ident of the S ta te :

Not only what it g i v e s some of us in

pr i zes . . , bur what it s c v n s nil of us
in ta^es .

AN HONEST LOTTERY

The people of New York Sfc te demand
and receive an honest Iottery. An in-
dependent Lot tery Comrn i s s i c n con-
tinually observes nnH inspects the
ope rat i on s of the lottr r y . The se opera-
tions are under the super-/ i? ion of the
Commissioner of Taxat ion and Finance.

WIN UP TO $100,000 M O N T H L Y

• There's a Drawing every month. Sales begin on the
f i r s t day o/ each month, and end on the last day oj
thai month.

H Buy tickets for your family or as gifts for relatives,
friends, and charities. Just SI per ticket.

B Deposit the ticket (not the receipt) in the o f f i c i a l
deposit box located at any licensed lottery sales
agency on or before the last day o/ the month of
purchase.

B Drawings are held during the third week following
the ivonth of purchase.

H Results of drawings published in the press and
posted at sales agencies.

WHERE TO BUY TICKETS

Over '3,000 retail businesses under regulations
established by the Lottery Div is ion have been
licensed to sell lottery t ickets.

SOMEBODY IS ALWAYS WINNING-
IT MIGHT AS WELL BE YOU



25,000 A YEAR ... FOR LIFE !!

YOUR EVERY DREAM COME TRUE . . . ,
SO YOC OI.Y DO ALL THE 77//.VG5 YOU'VE WANTED - -

• Pay the Mortgage e Buy a New Home
« Educate Your Children • Tourthe World

® Make an investment in the Future

THE LOTTERY HAS PAID OVER $ 67 MILLION
TO 154,000 WINNERS!
SOMEBODY'S ALWAYS WINNING... ITMIGHT AS WELL BE YOU !

k A 12-year-old boy attaining
a life expectancy of age
69 would receive $1,425,000
in annual pruce payments
of $25.000 each !



..".FOR LIFE !!
I

I YOUR S2 TICKET CAN BRING YOU A LIFETIME OF SECURITY
I IN THE GREAT NEW NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY

First Prize Guarantees Other Grand Tier Prizes
a Minimum of $500/000, * $75,000 *$40,ooo «$is,ooo

• 10 PRIZES OF $5,000 EACH

Consolation Prizes
e500 PRIZES OF $1,000 EACH
* THOUSANDS OF $300

POOL PRIZES

$2 TICKETS ON SALE MAR. 1 TO APR. 30,
DRAWING TO BE HELD DURING MAY, 1971

DL-601 A



REPORT OF NIW YORE STATE LUTTEHliSS

Month of
Sale

January
February
March
April
Hay
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1211 1220 1262 1968 1967

$3,3C9,OU5
3,806,272
3,U59,6U3

.

$3,682,76U
3,6!4l,6Q7
3,873,1.09
3,9.48,767
3,786,93U
3,686,6U5
3,310,027
3,221,610
3,17l4,3C8
3,60.4,866
3,386,328
3,277,3314

$3,913,192 '
3,733,396
14,175,003
l4,317,U69
U,183,985
3,980,785
3,915,07U
3,97U,7U9
3,891,602
U,io5,UUl
3,709,3U6
3,707,883

$U,918,157
14,925, 611
5,22h,23U
U,219,979
U,550,822
14,063,775
h, 139, 379
14,236,827
.4,089,51,7
14,212,399
3,839,9714
3,793,930

'

$6,UU7,605
14,125,698
5,987,201
5,795,81,2
6.021,395
5,U-46,639
!4.766.7h2

$10,57U,960 $12,5914,629 $U7,612,925 $52,219,63*1 $38,591,122
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

Sales
Sales
Sales
Sales
Sales
Sales

for Monthly Drawings
for $1 Million Summer Special
for $0£ Numeric Drawing 11/23/70
for 50£ Kuneric Drawing 12/21/70
for 500 Numeric Drawing 1/21/71
for $1 Million Holiday Special

Number of
Winners

Amount of
Prises

176,239 * $72,192,150 *

Estimated Aaount
for Education

$1114,208,687 *

$191,593,270
16,735,101

768,820
1,006,573

" 9b5,888
__8̂ .661.888
$219,711,5uO

Breakdown of Aroount for_S3yi,c.«*tien.

w R-"IY»,I«I jtn Mi IT 4 nn— -- — — — — _ --- — -.—̂  - — _ _ _ _ _ _ - . ,_„ _ _ _ _ _ „ _ _ _ - - _ . _ _
Special, 50# Numeric Drawings of 11/23/70,
12/21/70, 1/21/71, and $1 Million Holiday
Special

6/67 - 3/68
FT .4/63 - 3/69
FY 1/69 - 3/70

U/ f u " \~£/ f 0
1/7T - 3/71

$1 Million Holi-
day Special

One 50f.'Numeric

$29,515,616 Net
26,939,25? Net
25,819,291 Net

3,697,8149 Eat.
" Est.

Period

6/67 - 3/66
FT h/68 - 3/69

V68 - 12/63
1/69 - 12/69

FT ii/69 - 3/70
FI h/70 - 3/71

6/67 - 3/71

TOTALS A1ID KO.rrKLY A7ERAGB

$ 53,659.12U
U8,9?3,223
52,219, 63U
1*7,612,925
16, 989, lU
70,090,079 **

219,711,5UO *•**

Monthly Avarage
$5,365,912
14,081,102
U, 351,636
3,967,7U3
3,915,759
5,oo6,U3U **
U,577,323 **»

*-* Based on 12 Monthly Drawings Including the 500 Numeric Drawings of 11/23/70, 12/21/70,
and 1/21/71 Plus tho $1 Million Suaiaer Special and $1 Million Holiday Special

*** Based on 16 Monthly Drawings Including the 50£ Numeric Drawings of 11/23/70, 12/21/70,
and 1/21/71 Plus the $1 Million Summer Special arsd $1 Million Holiday Special
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
MAY 7 DRAWING

\\

M >/ // !LJ LJ i-i LJ
MAY 8 RACE

THIS is ONLY AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT OFPURCMASE
IT NEED NOT BE RETAINED OR PRESENTED FOR PAYMENT. PRIZES

NEW HAMPSHIRE SWEEPSTAKES COMMISSION

V
f- '"' ^ ._.__....-. _ _" _ ______ ^ ;)AJ^ '

-3SVW3S
NON-SAi.EABi.E ^xNON-TRANSFERABLE

NET PRO CREEDS TO

PUfeLfC-EDUCATION.

NEW HAMPSHIRE SWeEPSTAKE^ COMMISSION
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£ ,-vEEPSTAKES TICKET
SALES LOCATIONS

ti> State Liquor Stars

HiglivTy Toll Plaza

Holds, Motels

and
Commercial Areas

NCW HAMPSHIRE SWEEPSTAKES COMMfSSiON
32 North Main Street • C.oncor 1, New Hampshire 0330!

Edwnrd Sanel, Sr., Chairman Commissioner
Henry J. Turcotte Commissioner
Rohert E. Allard Commissioner

Edward J. Powers, Exea 'ivu D/recfor

<5<S
6f$

TOP PRIZE $100,000

PRIZE SCHEDULE FOR 1970-1971
THREE RACES

SPRING MAY#1971
SUMMER AUGUST?1971
FALL OCTOBEftyl971

TICKET CAN WIN $150,000



GENERAL INFORMATION
The purpose of the New Hampshire Sweepstakes program

i1- 10 p< 'vide revenue for public education. The tickets, which
c . • • • • . S ' - .OU. are sold only in New ti.unpshirr- and remain in
t i e rn.- .M-;sjon of (he Sweeps*akes ' /rmmi si<m. Customers
r /rive an acknowledgment. Sepa~att tickets are sold for
f i f l i n : a i , , r drawing. Frizes are awarded <r-i the basis of the
i : . : ' M < ;nr| addi^s on each ••.•inmiv (U 'koi . Visitor? to Ne~v
1 ' . • • • a 1 , . h i r e . iv,;i;. pin chase ' i"kel- for u-c-nsclves or : \<r

' • ' • • a t . 1 1 races run al l ;ock:n<;h; i • 1'ark. !e;n. \T. n . a r c
' "' ' ' ~^':\'"'j. f ' i ! ; c > . draw : "•. .'' i ' - n : i : ii;;i:: ,w:; l , c i ' !
! .. • ' . • . i c j - . : - ; i i i - i i race '^ ' i( n ts , T .:i;i; i 7:y d: • ;: , ' i i ;

'I «'i i ••!:!,.::.. • pi :. -. ' ; • ( • - ;•"::; :. •• • n<
, > i ai : < i . . i l l ., ' ; u . i i - o l ! : - . : • • . ; • • • . . ; ! , • "' . - : - . . . :

: : - • • : tin.-. : i i . : < ! • : : • ar • • •'•' • . • i." • • i ' ! r • - • • • . '.:.•;, ..

. ; ;- • ,>; i
.,. ; : M I ; : • ' " • : ' • : ,• . .r^o.

. ' i '. : -.-'.icr-c' ; . - • • . ; \ } ' . : " . • ; l i h ' • • • '.A
' • ' ' • . .-l.H,i •• race ' v. ' i . . ." .! :•

l ' - ' : . •'•'-.'• '-.i. k i i : . S i i i i i . i f , ' ' ' i ^ i 1 ;
i i ! • • • i ! rile d r : : i !h . i ' : • ' • !; • - . . • ' • ; • •

i l l - ' - • i . M (HI • . v i M i i e r \ v . ! : !>e .•-."!' ':!.
i ; • . • • ! - . ' • i . i u a ,joo| o; S.'j.O • - , - :.;s

f- > : ' i r i: . ,'1 In v'm a 1' i i of .'. ' :",;,.

« ' , - ' - > 0 ^ 'ONJTHLY

1 ic : •

-.'I!' :

r .- . i ' . •:.'. • • ' . • •
• • : n . , . - . \
ri'. ' j . ' :'. : i l
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,..,.:

! • ' V. i ; : • • ; . - • : •-'
-.. .^ I- • i. 1|. >:'••:
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. ; . , .
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• : i '

. . - • ; • -

i M i , : . . i > -
• i::;:, - ^ , r

i-' r •• : . . ' .
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PR! E SCHEDULE
In each major dr<-iv ing prior to a race a complete series

o! pri/.er starling will-. S50.COO, 820,000 and SIO.OOO vi l l
be avav.led fo;: -\ich -al f -mil l ion dollars of ticket sale';, in
ackiiiiov; thcrr will '•>• hundreds of other prizes
from $] 00 to over

• f - i , vcs w '! be c.wardo'J as follows.

•^••rt .-" IVEEPSTA KES RACK
i i )•.-,•; . • > ! ; : , i ; i inninj- ' ' . !or; ic . . . . . 8 " sO . i i i t ' i
i '.•:' • i:[ ' '••. • .;;• '';:;;;' ' .'rrse . . . . . 2'1.000 •
; ; • - : of !r':: , . : • • : rd i ,o - ; . . . . . . . . . l O . i i i n i \
' ' ; - ' -•; • , , - V •-,, •-••• . . other • "ir{.':f i

•. a ;; ; - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J ^ . O l i i 1 i

• • ' - . . , , in:!"'!, on -. -"ini:!K horse . . . . . l . u i i ; i
•.Kv-.K of l"-; .' v - . ;nd i , <r<;o. . . . . . . 500
(' . -.r.. ; o f i i - i a '.••• • - ::d ' :O • • - « > . . . . . . . i ' . i i . 1

' 11. • • • j f ::. '"..• • > • imor •T.ric'S
;.:..ii- 'i a p...,! • • ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . l.:>0"

COKS, LATJON FKIZFS
l? ' s r iz-.'s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S50U each
;-;li ; ; : - i y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2oO each

•UP i ' •,.•«. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 ( i each
• aer. ' i ^ - i n < o ha^niUiou do]; H's of tick. :

) yr." \vr ;-•• - : ' 'cast. '- : ' 0 ;- !•;•- • '.vhin •'=-.

'o i i t r . i i - . •
mi ,-U' p v ' ; / • . w ; : - : . :•

, . • • • > ; • • • • ; : ; • > ' • ; .•' . ' ban:. cha!ii: ' ' is. '' ; • •
V - . ' . • . : • . . ; . ; • • • i ' , - ~ : • . ; • • . • : . i l a l i , . , s of t i > . S\vi . •
, ;,- > i r > - : - . • . ;.-,i.M ; r :i ! l> . / i ; -n t .'-.' a -(; . .
-: •. ' ! , ? • ' • • .•' .':n
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More than 1000 clubs are now buying N.H.
Sweepstakes tickets. Top prizes have been won
by Sweepstakes clubs and each member pays iri-

come fax only en his share of the winnings.

N.H. SWEEPSTAKES COMMISSION
32 MO. MAIN ST,

CONCORD, N.H. 03301 !••+



A club name should be chosen and one of the
members named treasurer. All tickets bought for the
club should show the club name and the name and
address of the treasurer.

A ticket might read as follws:

Lucky 6, John Jones, Treas.
123 Main Street
(City or Town and State)

The treasurer should maintain a dated memorandum
showing the club name, hi:, name and address and
the names of the other members. This should be fol-
lowed by a statement that tickets purchased in the
name of the club are owned equally by ai! members
and that any prize is to be shared equally by them.
Each club member would accordingly pay income tax
only on the share he received.

N.H. Sweepstakes tickets are sold only in New
Hampshire at State Liquor Stores, licensed race tracks,
the Sweepstakes Commission's office in Concord,
branch offices at highway toll parking areas in Hamp-
ton and Hooksett, sales office on Rt. 28 Highway af

Rockingham Park, Safem, N.H. and many hotels, motels
and commercial areas.



NEW HAMPSHIRE
S W E E P S T A K E S COMMISSION

STATE HOUSE ANNEX, CONCORD, N. H .

for release:

J-

November 18, 1970

SWEEPS HAS PAID OUT $7,940.906 IN PRIZE MONEY

There have been 18,391 prize winners from 47 states and 13

foreign countries who have shared $7,940,906 in prizes since the

program began in March, 1964, the Sweepstakes Commission announces

today. Massachusetts ranks first in the number of prize winners

and New Hampshire second. The states with the most prize winners

are listed as follows:

Massachusetts

New Hampshire

Connecticut

New York

31% 5714 Winners

21% 4009 Winners

10% 1901 Winners

10% 1883 Winners

New Jersey 8% 1501 Winners

In the completed seven years (1964-70) the Sweepstakes Program

has earned $10,746,311 for the state school districts, over $90

per student. In addition, the Sweepstakes has paid $580,876 to

the general fund for services rendered by the State Liquor Commission

in the sale of tickets.

Attached is a complete list of prize winners by states and

foreign countries.



States

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Croqon
Pennsylvania
Rhode island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
i*Jiscons in
District c£ Columhia

iTATES AND

Major
Drawings

7
4
13
4

175
9

1816
35
212
10
2
1
64
36
15
2
10
14
387
107
5414
107
7
2
30
9
5

3623
1417

5
1790
14
1

111
5
1

624
622
6
2
9
24
162
75
19
7
17
47

FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Bonus
Drawings

1

1

11
1
85
1
11
2

4
2

30
1

300
8
3

3

1
386
84

94

6
1

28
19

4
9
8
3

3

- 1964-1970

Total

8
4
14
4

• 186
10

1901
36
223
12
2
1
68
38
15
2
10
17
417
108
5714
115
10
2

33
9
6

4009
1501

5
1883
14
1

117
6
1

652
641
6
2
9
28
171
83
22
7
17
50
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Foreign Countries

Bermuda
Canada
Canal Zone
England
France
Germany
Ireland
Jamaica
Japan
Philippine Islands
Puerto Rico
Scotland
Sweden

Majcoc
Drawing^

1
172
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
1

Bonus
Drawings

11

Total

1
183
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
1

States &
Foreign Countries Total 17,266 1,125 18,391

SUMMARY: 47 States, District of Columbia, 13 Foreign Countries
States not represented - Montana, Utah and Wyoming



SURVEY CONDUCTED BY PROFESSOR S. KENNETH HOWARD
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, 1965

Conclusion

The characteristics of purchasers of New Hampshire tickets can
be summarized as follows!

1. 88% come from out of state.
2. 61% are male
3. 80% of the men and 60% of the women are married.
4. 82% support four persons or less.
5. 50% are between 40 and 60 years of age.
6. 75% purchased three tickets or less.
7. 50% obtained the tickets themselves.
8. 10% made a special trip to get the tickets.
9. 52% of the nonresidents are in New Hampshire for recreational

purposes.
10. 65% completed high school and 11% have more than college train-

ing - levels of educational achievement which are significantly
above the national average.

11. 31% have incomes of $10,000 or more, 75% have incomes over
$5,000, and 10% have incomes below $3,000 - the income pattern
being significantly higher than the national average.

12. in terms of income and educational levels, resident winners are
not as different from the state population as nonresident
winners are from tha national population.

13. Residents tend to buy more tickets per purchaser than nonresi-
dents .

14. Resident and nonresident winners are comparable in the relation-
ship which exists between family incomes and the number of
persons supported.

15. Among neither residents nor nonresidents is the number of
tickets purchased related significantly to family income.

These findings provide a picture of Sweepstakes participants
which is quite different from that which might have been anticipated
on the basis of historical precedent. If, as the analysis shows,
the number of tickets purchased is unrelated to income, why are the
poor not participating much more heavily in the Sweepstakes?

At least three intuitive explanations for these results can be
offered. It is clear that the majority of the purchasers come from
outside New Hampshire. Federal statutes limiting the use of the
mails for lottery purposes were enacted before the turn of this
century and remain in full force. As a result, the buyer, or someone
acting for him, must personally come to New Hampshire to obtain a
ticket. For nonresidents to get a ticket, therefore, some travel
will be required. However, travel is not something the poor or
their friends can readily afford, particularly for recreational
purposes.



(2)

A second factor, the price of the tickets, may also have an
impact. At three dollars each, tickets are not easily obtained by
those who prefer to do their gambling on the basis of a nickel,
dime or quarter a day.

Finally, the Sweepstakes is essentially an "investment" form
of gambling in that the results are not known until well after the
money has been put out. This lag has probably contributed to the
noticeable lack of interest inveterate and professional gamblers
have demonstrated in the Sweepstakes, perhaps the poor who gamble
do not like the deferred outcome this form of wager entails as much
as they like gambling where results are known within 24 hours.

The "typical" Sweepstakes ticket purchaser appears from this
study to be a middle-aged married man who has a good education and
is earning a relatively high income with which he supports a small
family. He has come to New Hampshire for the purpose of having a
good time, which apparently includes buying a few Sweepstakes
tickets .

As a means of raising public revenue, the New Hampshire
Sweepstakes does not appear to be extracting a disproportionate
amount of money from those in the society who are least able to pay
for government services.

Retyped 4-6-71
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in the

B-?r.r,!ili- S!a!-3 Educ»!lrn and Institutions

n a
You can't win if you don't ha!io ?> \
ticket. Buy me-, two, or as rn/'.ny 3s
you vant, v-nc-n ••/.•r-^k. Tickets rre BCrf each.
You havo a crnuoe to •,-,->'-, $5C,000, or 9,999'
other pii/.err. . , FW;:R"' VVFDrO Tickets can be pur-
chased f.r;m .••>- '• ' or:'-;! r>f *ho hundreds cf Licensed
Agents trvouph/•-•••; K.?<*, Jorspv. Look for the official
Lottery Sian in ;nc wint.ow. Tnere's an agent near you.

igi ISP?
Very import!:'.! "•'r^'- v>:i;r narr- V.-:-;.-.̂ ?
on the back of yo-^ tioktt. "Hiis V-^
makes :t no'vropoti^bio. Only you
cnn coiu-'r if vrrr ticket wins. Your ticket is your
recs=!ip! of v/innincj. "f could ho valuable.

Ori th?t date. The W!NMING MUM-

LoHe-y in >-.'h'r.h yoin- tickot is entered. Winning num-
bers Y/ii. bo >-;i,,bUshn^ ;:- Mew -;r;:-5::;y newspapers each
v/rek, R,\'i posted i:v al! Li.'^n^ecl Agents.

r̂ iiiiies*., ______. - •-——--_• -—--j

r )
I Your ri,i":: . - .?rsd KO does the weekly

--ix-riiqit numbor is exactly
(!!^f:; number, you win first
o'- ' t throw n'-vcv your ticket
Y."u ITIRV si.il! be a winner!



' " 10,000 winners EACH WEEK!
Check to see if any part of your number wins.

FOR EXAMPLE: . : ;; :U. / :
AH 6 (OOOOOO) wins $50,000 . v'. 1 winner
Last 5 (XOOOOO) wins $4,000 ; . i 9 winners
Last 4 (XXOOOO) wins $400 . . . 9 0 winners
Last 3 (XXXOOO) wins $40 . . . . .900 winners

(1,000 CASH PRIZE winners!)
Last 2 (XXXXOO) wins "Millionaire Lottery"

ticket—9,000 winners

I
Congratulations! Now take that very
valuable ticket to any Lottery Claim Office.
(Any N. J. State Motor Vehicle Office, or Lottery District
Office.) There is one near you. Present your ticket in
person. DO NOT MAIL !T. The Claim Agent will check
your number against the official WINNING NUMBER,
hand you a receipt, and forward your ticket to the
State Lottery for final validation. Once your ticket is
declared an official winner, you will receive your check.

Iss
Great! vcu now have a chance to win ONE MILLION
DOLLARS! Hoid onte your winning weekly lottery ticket.
Your ticket number has now been stored in the com-
puter merriory bank and will bo eligible for the semi-
annual "Millionaire Lottery" drawing! Your ticket is
valuable. Don't !or»e it.

Remember, the New Jersey State Lottery has

Ycur chances are really great! Each week you have
t'nn opportunity to win any one of the 1,000 CASH
PRIZES or orv:? of She 9,000 "Millionaire Lottery" tickets
(a chance to win $1,000,000).

mm
Every ticket you buy in the New Jersey
State Lottery goes a iong way toward
the imp"->'.,'?;rnant of State Education
and Institutions. You cs'Vt lose when you sup-
port tho L.ct;.r:y. Hf;'-p yourself and others.

!M°ORTANT IfirGRMAT.'OM: All determinations o! winners are subject to
L;-i:ory C-vnrnir.sio'i ;.:!er, ynd regulations. Winners mu::.'. ciatm their prizes
v.-t'h'n one verr 'Di'cwinq c^ie n: Rawing. Ti'.^f.'t voiJ it torn or allQred.
Vsil-i only ''.•_•( d.-swjr.g ds!? PhP'.vn c:; t^'kt't. NFW Jorr.ey State Lot'ory is
n^/i respcnsf!-?!i^ <:r accoi-nicihfe tor lest or stole/i tickets.
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LOTTERY
TICKET

LOTTERY NO..

IDENTIFYS LOTTERY

TYPE -

WEEK -

YEAR -

SERIES-

DRAWING DATE

DATE OF WINNING
NUMBER SELECTION

LOTTERY COMMISSION

GOVERN OS

LOTTERY HO. W101-1
DRAWING DATE 3/15/71
SERIAL HO. 678901

50

SERIAL NO. ^

USED FOR TICKET
DISTRIBUTION AND
CONTROL

USE THIS NO.
ON AGENT DISTRIBUTION
FORMS ENTRIES

LOTTERY TICKET NUMBER

USED TO DETERMINE
WINNING TICKETS


